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BEST LAWYERS UNDER 40

Francesa Blackard
Robert Epstein
100% FAMILY LAW
The McClure Law Group is a family law practice rooted
in compassion and expertise. Best Lawyers Robert Epstein
and Francesca Blackard work zealously to achieve the best
possible results for their clients’ divorces, modifications, preand post-marital agreements, custody disputes, surrogacy
issues, grandparents’ rights cases, and other family law
matters. They genuinely care about their clients and their
clients’ families and expertly and compassionately guide
them through what is unarguably one of the most difficult
chapters of their lives.
Clients continually praise Epstein’s strategic, insightful,
and above-and-beyond approach to family law cases.
Board Certified in Family Law by the Texas Board of Legal
Specialization and a partner at the firm, he is driven in
his desire to relieve the financial and emotional strain of
divorce for his clients. Discreet and empathetic, he is
an expert negotiator known for achieving settlement
agreements that at first seemed impossible to achieve.
Approachable, yet intense, he helps his clients make wise
decisions thanks to his often-lauded pragmatism. Epstein’s
charisma, intelligence, and attention to detail serve his
clients extraordinarily well in and outside the courtroom.
A firm partner, Blackard makes sure to know every
client’s case details inside and out, ensuring they get the
attention and support needed and keeping them informed
every step of the way. Blackard’s dedication to her clients
shines in the courtroom where she confidently advocates
for their position to the fullest. Her deep understanding of
complex financial issues is an asset to the many high-networth clients who need extra attention to their matters.
Epstein and Blackard are also leading advocates of the
collaborative law movement that can limit the financial and
emotional burdens litigation brings. However, if litigation
is necessary, they are excellent in the courtroom as well.
The team at McClure Law Group advocates tirelessly for
their clients’ needs and goals, provides the highest level of
legal counsel and works passionately and aggressively in an
effort to obtain the most favorable outcomes.
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